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Where conversion costs will have no effect
on outcome of procurement, protest of pro-
priety of conversion costs is academic and
will not be consideredD

Martin Marietta Corporation (Martin Marietta)
protests the conversion cost evaluation criteria
set forth in request for proposals DACW31-8l-R-0006,
for teleprocessing services, issued by the Baltimore
District of the United States Army Corps of Engineers.

We dismiss the protest because it As academic,

Boeing Computer Services is the incumbent vendor,
and uses Control Data Corporation (CDC) hardware and
an NOS operating system. The RFP sets forth two
schedules of Government-incurred conversion costly that
-are to be applied to vendors other than the incumbent
in determining total system life cost. One schedule
(CDC-compa;tible) is to be applied to offers p'oposing
CDC hardware and an NOS operating system. The other
schedule is for noncompatible hardware and operating
systems. Award is to be made to the offeror which meets
all of the mandatory requirements at the lowest total
overall cost. Four offerors, including the protester,
met the mandatory requirements.

Martin Marietta proposed a CDC-compatible system.
Martin Marietta contends that the several million
dollars in conversion costa that will be added to
its system life cost is unrealistic given the similarity
of its proposed system to the incumbent's system. The
protester argues that the effect of the unrealistically
large conversion costs is to bias the procurement in
favor of the Incumbent.
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Best and final offers have been received, but
award.has not bqen made, The protester and the other
offerors do not know each others' system life cost,
Howaver, we have been provided the system life costs
with conversion coozs separately stated for our in
camera review, Based on those figures, we can con
clusively say that conversion costs will have no
effect on the outcome of this procurement1 Conse-
quently, Martin Martetta's protest is academic,
and we will not decide academic questions. Data-
products New England, Inc.: Honeywell, Inc. Tracor
Aerospace, B-199024, January 9, 1981, 81-E CPD
16

Protest dismissed.
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